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I. THE KILLINGS OF SUSPECTEO WITCHES (l)

On September 23rd, 1962, Cleophas, the headman of a village in

the Massanza II chiefdom, was informed that Masalu, daughter

of Kichumbula and wife of Shauri, had been killed. Be went at

once to where the body was lying in a dry stream bed and tried

to get a number of persons to take the body to a nearby house

but they all refused, so the body stayed there until the Police

arrived later in the day. This is not the usual custom of the

Sukuma who will carry their dead to the grave or from hospital

without revulsion - they will wade inta the lake to receive the

body of a drowned fisherman towed in by a boat.

The husband of the dead woman and her son-in-law had seen her

that morning being dragged from their home by a crowd which had

gathered in response to an alarm call started by the junior

leaders of the village. These sharp ululating cries are

infrequently made for matters of great urgency which require

the immediate action of all the men vlho hear it to gather to

gether with their weapons. The woman admitted that she was a

witch and that she would show them the materials which she used

in her practice, but she showed them nothing. She was stripped

of her clothes by the crowd, who drove her before them to the

boundary of the village where they beat her to death with

freshly cut green branches. The crowd left the scene of the

killing running at a lope and singing. One such crowd, armed

with spears and clubs, running, jumping and chanting, was met

on the main road by two Christian priests, one of whom was a

Sukuma who said, "that chant is one they use only when same

great deed has been accomplished; in the old days when they had

killed an enerny. I heard it once when I was a boy when they had
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killed a lion, and in this case, when they have killed a witch".

The use of green branches is also symbolic of an important

occasion for celebration.

This was the last of a series of murders of women carried out

in the month of September by crowds of men in the Nassa and

Massanza areas of the Mwanza district of Tanzania. The post

mortem on another woman referred to over a hundred wounds. In

another incident one of the two women survived and gave evidence

at the trial in which the accused were discharged as having no

case to answer. This woman, Hima, daughter of Masunga, said

that she had been working in her cassava field digging up the

roots for that day's meals, when a crowd of villagers passed

and went to her house. When they found that she was not there

they gathered round the field in which she was working, shouting

to her to come out. She hid among the plants as she realised

what was going on and feared to be driven out of her home and

the village into which she had been married. The headman of the

village, who was one of the leaders, told her that she was a

witch. She went with the crowd to the village shops, and all

along the way they shouted alarm cries so that the crowd grew

in size. When they arrived at the shops some old men who were

there said it would be more suitable if she were killed at her

own home. Her husband, who had followed behind the crowd, was

allowed to take their child who had been carried on her back

until then.

The crowd tore off her dress while some of them climbed trees

nearby cutting down branches for the crowd to use. The headman

announced that it was the law of the government that all witches

should be killed. The crowd then started to beat her and when

her husband tried to intervene he was beaten as weIl. She was

then forced to show the crowd the house of her co-witch, driven

still naked in front of the crowd while they shouted at her not

to look behind or she would bring harm to them just as she had

done to the persons whom she had already killed by witch-craft.

This seems to be typical of many Sukuma magical rites - that

the person presiding, or the initiates, should not look back.
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When she had taken them to the house of Midala, her alleged

cO-Ylitch, she saYl her being dragged from her house and beaten,

Ylhile the headman again announced that it Ylas the laYl of the

government that Ylitches should be beaten do death. They Ylere

both dragged and driven by the croYld to the border betYleen the

village and the next chiefdom. There she vlas beaten insensible

Ylhile the other Yloman Ylas killed and throYln on top of her.

When the croYld had left her husband came to her help and she

hid in the bush nearby for three day s until it Ylas sa fe for

her to return home. It can be presumed that the border Ylas a

neutral area Ylhich might be expected to divide the magical

consequences of the act, since it could have had no practical

consequences in confusing the inevitable police and administra

tive enquiries.

In her evidence she made several significant remarks, "I do

not knoYl Ylhether there are Ylitches in the Ylorld or not"; "it

is for the brothers of the dead Yloman to dec ide Ylhether they

Ylant the five accused to be punished for killing her" and

lastly, "it is not for me to say Ylhether anyone should be

punished for beating me, but I would like them to pay for the

dress Ylhich they tore".

Excerpts from the evidence in this and the other trials give

the alleged reasons for this series of murders. One accused is

alleged to have said - "I am beating you because you are

responsible for the deaths of three of my people". Another

stated that they Ylere beating her so that she Ylould give the

reason Ylhy she had killed the children of MagYla. Other stated

that another of the murdered Ylomen had killed their father an~

grandfather; he said that he had found the person who had

killed his sister and that she should be expelled from the

village. Another said - "Yle seized a Ylitch from her field

Ylhere she Ylas Ylorking. I do not knoYl her name; she admitted

that she Ylas a wit'ch and af ter Yle had beaten her she admitted

that she had killed nine persons and agreed to show the crowd

her tools".

Further statements disclosed the background through Ylhich
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these Sukuma acted in these events. "As a Msukuma I agree that

witches are of ten old women"; "I do not know whether my mother

was a wi tch or not"; "if the mother was a vii tch the daughter

must be one as weIl". Although these were general accusations

which had probably not been initiated by consultation with a

magician, in one case at least a child had died and three of

her relatives had gone to find out the cause of her death. The

magician had diagnosed that she had been killed by witchcraft

and is alleged to have given the name s of three women in the

area who were witches. This is unusual as the diagnosis is

customarily given in a form which makes no such specific state

ments and the person in trouble follows up the clues to a

conclusion which he himself must act upon. In this case there

was then a meeting of elders who decided that these three women

must be expelled from the village. Such a meeting would be the

usual way of starting communal action against a suspected witch

with a boycott, the usual way of giving their verdict that it

would be in the best interests of the accused to leave the

community for good since it is almost impossible to withstand

such a ban. (2)

In this and in similar circumstances in all the villages involved

the junior leaders then sounded the alarm cries and the movement

which developed into these acts of mass hysteria was initiated.

Witnesses stated that the alarm call was heard and anyone not

attending would be fined - "I found a crowd surrounding a patch

of cassava when I answered the alarm call and when I was told

that there was a witch hiding there I went home for my bow and

arrows". Considering the spread out nature of the Sukuma

community with long distances between houses, very large crowds

of men gathered; one witness said that as manyas 300 were in

one, and once together it was difficult not to carry on with

everyone else - "I a.dmit that I beat her with the others";

"I beat her on the back" and "I took a thin branch from a green

tree and beat her". Af ter the killings some immediately took

fright and ran home, while others said that they should be united

in this and say that each and every one of them had beaten her.

Even though these statements show ilie force of the community to
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compel men to act in this way, which individually they would

never have dreamed of doing, some had initiative enough to

avoid this obligation. One said that he knew that a witch had

been found by the alarm call but when he saw what was happening

he ran away. Another said, "I heard the alarm but did not go

there, I do not believe that witches can kill people". Others

tried to canalise the crowd into legal action, as the elected

councillor who said - "I thought that the law was being broken

and that she should be taken to the headman, but when we got

to his house he was away with the police exhuming the body of

another woman who had been killed".

Here there has been described an outbreak of mass murder in one

small area occupied by a small section of the Sukuma, the

largest tribe in Tanzania, during a relatively short period in

September 1962 which continued even af ter the police were

present in the area in large numbers. It is necessary to try

and find out some of the possible reasons for these horrifying

events.

II. THE TRIBAL, MIGRATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE BACKGROUND

The country of the Sukuma covers 19,000 square miles to the

south of Lake Victoria in Tanzania. Prior to independence in

1961 they were administered in four districts and loosely

federated for local government purposes within the Lake Province

which composed all the districts round the lake. Subsequent to

independence the Sukuma had lost this tribal identity in local

government and were administered in two smaller regions centred

on Shinyanga and Mwanza.

They total over a million and speak the same language, kisukuma,

and have a largely uniform culture which is closely allied to

that of the Nyamwezi, another very large tribal group to the

immediate south, together with whom they total nearly a quarter

of the total population of Tanzania.

Their land is very uniform dry open cultivation steppe at an

altitude of about 4,000 feet and an average rainfall of about

30 inches per year near to the lake and progressively drier to
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the south. There is very little surface water and the dry sea

son brings about precarious conditions for their enormous numb

ers of cattle and small stock for whose survival they have dug

by hand or with government assistance with machines a large

number of small dams. The undulating countryside is disting

guished by low stone outcrops and paar soils and a system of

agriculture in strips and small fields spreading down from ris

ing ground into the valleys so that each householder has the

use of a variety of soils.

Their agriculture, depending in the past on millet and some

maize, was largely static from the time of the German occupa

tion until the late '40' s for the attention of the government

was concentrated on the high rainfall areas which initially had

been attractive to European settlement - it had been an area

of limited change (3). The rise in cotton prices af ter

the second world war ended led to an enormous expansion of the

acreage under cotton and to the development of the monolithic

and influential federation of cotton co-operative unions which

control the industry at the present time. This cash crop expan

sion led to the movement out from the centre of Sukumaland of

large numbers of people in search of larger areas to put under

cotton. This vast movement has led to new settlement in Geita

to the west and along the whole eastern border of the area. The

older less imaginative people have stayed behind, capitalising

on their ancient heritage of chiefdom, clan, family and relig

ious values, to maintain a conservative attitude to change. The

younger men and their families have moved away to areas only

recent ly covered by vast herds of plains game, to start a new

life orientated more to money values, largely free from much

of the traditional organisation and va lues in which they have

been brought up. Further it should be noted that this migration

of families to the .uninhabited fringes of the tribal area is

very different in social consequences to the more usual migra

tion of men to and from areas in which short term employment is

available.

Traditionally their land was divided up inta a number of chief-
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dorns of widely varied origins of which 47 survived until inde

pendence, whose history showed a steady demographic expansion

rather than the push and pull of tribal wars and slave trading,

from which the area was free. This absence of fear in their

traditions goes some way to explain their pattern of farming in

which households are widely separated with very few small clust

ers and with most houses out of earshot of their neighbours.

Although same of the chiefly families were matrilineal, the Su

kuma are patrilineal with traditionally the father living in

the same house compound with his married sons, but today there

are few of these family groupings. A family now will be widely

spread over numerous parishes and since their clan organisation

is very weak, neighbourhood ties have considerable importance.

These neighbourhoods or parishes as they came to be called for

the convenience of the British inspired local government systern,

were cornbined in chiefdorns which supplied the link and sense of

identity between them. The chiefdom was the organisational unit

founded on tradition with which most Sukuma were wont to look

for their political and social values and leadership since the

neighbourhood alone v/as not large enough in numbers to satisfy

their need for identity and power.

This great movement of population in addition to other factors

had disturbed the balances of the chiefdom leaving the central

ones with an overweighting of conservative elements in an eco

logical setting of over-grazing and probably over-cultivation

as well, balanced against those on the edge in which the tradi

tional elements were either·not related to the newly settled

migrants or completely outnumbered by a younger generation so

that the traditional system of checks and balances was not so

much rejected or deemed out of date as not available for use.

III. THE TRADITIONAL ROLE OF THE CHIEF

The power and authority of the chief in Eastern Africa was con

sistently misunderstood by the British Rdministration whlch
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attributed to them much that they had never had within their

personal jurisdiction at any time in the past and saw the

institution rather than its function, attributing to it the

role and obligations founded on the government's British con

ceptions.

In Sukumaland, as far as can be found out from tradition, the

chief was not an established institution from which little

change could be expected without a major social revolution.

Since much of the succession was matrilineal, it was very rare

for there to be a fixed succession known in advance. When a

chief died or was deposed his successor was chosen in a compli

cated process which took into account the political balances

within the chiefdom and very infrequently the views of the dy

ing chief. Often there was no obvious or dominant candidate

and after days of wrangling in which divination was brought in

to resolve deadlocks, a compromise candidate was chosen, who,

although he may have been of the chiefly family, would almost

certainly have lived as a cornrnoner all his life. Since this man

had not been brought up in the household of the late chief,

it was necessary to hold a complicated ceremony of coronation

(4) in order for him to be moved from his previous social

position as the equal of all within the chiefdom he was now

required to head. Since he was not the product of a chiefly

clan which had a clearly entrenched position in the chiefdom,

he was not always able to assume their support and his position

depended on collecting majority powers whenever possible.

In the exercise of his magico-religious powers he was the ernbo

diment of the chiefdom itself, enabling the chiefdom to prosper

rather than insuring it. Since the Sukuma paid much religious

attention to maintaining the benevolenee of their ancestors

over their everyday lives, the chief had to pay proportionately

more attention to his own ancestors, who would be influential

not only ove~ him personal ly but over the chiefdom in general,

with whom they identified themselves and whose benevolenee re

quired for rain and the fertility of cattle and women. Re per

formed a nuruber of rites connected with the agricultural year,

such as the distribution of blessed seed and shaving his own
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head at planting time so that his hair grew with the seed.

He was never a diviner-magician and it was his d~ty to provide

these services in the interests of the chiefdom as in the 1953

Nassa drought in which the Christian chief arranged for rain

makers to do their best for the chiefdom without carrying out

any ritual act himself. He was not in any way a moral example

for his people and if he should have behaved badly he would be

deposed and replaced by a relative; his spirit could still po

tentially damage the chiefdom if he had been killed.

Although he was the titular head of the chiefdom he had no judi

cial prerogatives other than to be responsible for organisating

compromises which would not split any social group more than was

absolute ly necessary. He was responsible, however, for dealing

with complaints concerning witchcraft initiated by the giving of

gifts by the relatives of the deceased persons. If the case was

found to be proved by the elders of the court the wizard was

killed by these relatives with grain pounding pestles, the

corpse being dragged into the bush and left unburied; the wi

zard's property and children were kept by the chief and his

wives returned to their families (15), but it is certain

that these cases were very few and that their numbers have been

exaggerated in order to draw a comparison to the present situa

tion in which they are unprotected from witchcraft. For other

serious offences, if proved, the guilty man would be expelled

from the chiefdom.

It would seem relatively easy with this system for anyone to

bribe his way into the chief's confidence and to get rid of per

sonal enernies with comparative ease, but there were drawbacks to

such simple solutions. In such agricultural communities no-one,

least of all witnesses, wish to draw attention to themselves in

such an obvious and singular way, especially when they have to

continue to live in that same community. The chief and his el

ders would not be interested in a poor man as a suspected wizard

nor in the complaints of an equally poor accuser - nothing but

trouble might come from such a case without the compensations of
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property , and of CQurse to charge a rich man who would be able

to mobilise his own support would equally probably lead to

complications; possibly rich and unpopular was the combination

most likely to lead to action by the chief. Witchcraft in this

sense would require the consent of the community and without

this there might well be suits for blood money in compensa

tion. A further complication was that a suspect might well be

within one's own family and it was necessary then to live with

the problem and to protect the person concerned.

The few cases brought probably involved the necessity of find

ing a scape-goat for some misfortune which had disturbed the

community. Also no community could have existed for long with

widespread accusations and counter accusations involv±ng large

numbers of people and the seizure of property and children.

However the chief was the link in such accusations both for

their processing and for the institutionalising of restraints

against misuse.

Another important point was that the chief had little or no

personal wealth. Certainly he may have accumulated consider

able property over the years as a chief but it was held in the

title of the chief and not in his personal name. Re owned large

numbers of cows in this sense, but they were not in his com

pound but distributed all over his chiefdom in a network of

obligations which tied key individuals to the chieftainship

as an institution. The new chief moved into the centre of net

work of social reciprocities in which he personal ly was of

only minor importance. As chief he also held certain fields

and received tribute in kind at harvest, but this was in a ve

ry real sense the reserves of chiefdom on which the people

would fall back v/hen the periodic and inevitable food short

ages occured in onB area or another of the chiefdom almost

every year, apart from the disastrous famines which probably

occurred at least once in a decade.

Administration in the sense which is expected now in even the
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most underdeveloped areas never existed. Everyone from the

chief downwards was involved in staying alive in a relatively

hostile environment, with the burden of hard work and the

magico-religious practices necessary to ensure survival. The

chief could not issue orders divorced from the agreement of his

people as there were few persons entirely dependent on him who

would have obeyed his orders without considering very carefully

whether they would not have injured themselves in some other

direction. The Sukurna chief had no powers such as the Kabaka of

Buganda had, with his retainers armed with guns, which were not

also available to his people. Everyone. the chief as much as

anyone else in the chiefdorn was concerned in creating, main

taining and extending the intricate systern of obligations, both

within his own family, his in-laws, and his neighbours which

would enrich him social ly in good times and support him in

bad.

In most cases these chiefdoms were not huge areas with large

populations and in these circurnstances it was never possible

to be autocratic. The chief had to be accessible to his people;

admittedly they entered his presence with a formalised greeting,

but that appeared to be the end of formality. In short, the

chief had few power? and many obligations while representing

the chiefdorn in its magico-religious life and acting as the

embodiment of its social systern.

IV. THE ELDERS AND HEADMEN OF THE CHIEFDOM

Below the chief were the chiefdorn elders and neighbourhood

headmen. The former came from the same families, inheriting

the position from the man who had been first appointed by a

chief; they were thus a mixture of men whose loyalties were

divided between the present chief and his predecessors and their

obligations to their own families. They were largely respons

ible for the choice of each chief and through their links with

the people controlied his actions. They were present at the
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magico-religious rites for which the chief was responsible,

acted as assessoxs in difficult judicial problems, and could

act as delegates to other parts of the chiefdom as well as

repxesenting their own neighbourhodds.

As the chiefdom expanded from a nucleus, neighbourhood head

men were appointed in each new area of settlement as soon as

the population was sufficiently large to justify such a new

position. These headmen were either appointed by the chief or

the headmen from whose area the new area extended and usually

from the family of the person appointing. The position was

often inherited with the son gradually coming into office as

his father grew old, but in all other respects he was a scaled

down chief with magic-religious duties connected with the agri

cultural cycle, powers to try and settle cases by compromise,

and an income from tribute brought in by the people of the

neighbourhood. Re was an authority in his own right and never

an executive of the chief who would, however, support him if

he was in difficulties because of their mutual obligations.

Within each neighbourhood the elders by age, wealth, and per

sonality formed an informal organisation of their own which

was also able to exercise power and influence. Below them were

the younger leaders who had been originally responsible for

defence and now organised communal work; they were locally

chosen men approaching middle age who might be described as

the activists of the neighbourhood.

V. THE SOCIAL REALITY OF WITCHCRAFT

Central to the problems of witch murder which is being exam

ined must be the conception of the Sukuma themselves on the

existence and power of sorcery. The witch and wizard nlogi (6)

was a very real presence in every Sukuma community and there was

wealth of folklore and social activity related to this real or

imaginery existence. The abstract word sorcery bulogi probably

comes from the verb 'to fear' and this is the root of the
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whole system of beliefs which have implanted the witch into

their social life and built up the folklore which has kept him

alive.

Sorcery meaning the conscious and secret practice of bad magic,

knowing it to be immoral, is never admitted to being practiced,

except under torture, nor is it a form of popular abuse because

of the possibility of magical retaliation. Although the practice

of sorcery is secret, there is nothing secret about discussing

the matter which brings out clearly that there are degrees in

the knowledge of sorcery from those who know the minimum of

gossip to others who have actually experienced sorcery and have

some misfortune to showas evidence.

The minimal ideas were universally known and believed. It would

now be almost impossible to find anyone who does not believe in

the witch's existence as one of the basic elements in their so

cial life - a living reality rather than an abstract idea. Sup

porting facts such as the use of hyaenas as their familiars is

equally widespread. Respected men of both Moslem and Christian

belief have an unshakeable conviction of sorcery's existence.

It is not to be inferred that the community is witch-ridden and

that the average Sukuma is constantly avoiding or suffering

from bad magic - although articles with magical properties

which have been surrendered before baptism are almost entirely

protective - it is rather that sorcery is one of several

answers to misfortune which have to be sifted and calculated

by the many magicians nfumo who are consulted by almost every

one in trouble; calculated all the more thoroughly because of

the consequences of a false accusation against a member of the

community. For the individual there is a broad basis of scepti

cism in all their magico-religious knowledge which prevents any

particular conception of the universe gaining dominance, scepti

cal that is until he is personally involved and cannot find a

way out from or explanation of misfortune.

There are no ills or misfortunes which can only be caused by

sorcery, but witches can be held responsible for almost any
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calamity. Sudden storms on the lake and the direction in which

lightning strikes; the sudden death of a healthy person as in

the death of the young girl which was alleged to be the preci

pitating cause of this series of murders; miscarriages and in

fertility; the failure of rain in an area in which rain is

always irregular both in its quantity and pattern of fall;

deaths from snake-bite or from other wild animals; losing the

way in the bush or on a well-known path; the burning down of a

house by accident, the theft of property, even a road accident

and every disease from leprosy to dysentary. In the past a part

of the funeral celebrations was a series of divinations to find

out the cause of the death.

The witch's principal method of aggression is the use of magic

medicines made from human and vegetable ingredients linked to

both the victim and the desired result (8). Supposedly

this can be put in food or on the path so that the victim's

legs pick it up and introduce it into the body. There is no

inherent strength in these magic medicines alone; efficacy

rests on a particular combination of these ingredients with

evil intention and personal contact for which the witch alone

has the necessary knowledge - it is not just poisoning, which

of course would be considered just another aspect of sorcery

rather than murder in the sense of the western type legal code.

If it is necessary here to list the witch's powers and attri

butes it is to show that they are substantive beliefs on which

the Sukuma act, sometimes coldly and sometimes with unbeliev

able ferocity, but always to their way of belief pragmatically,

At night and at midday the witch is said to call his victim by

name and if he answers he is struck dumb,It is thought that he

uses an invisible stick to do his work and it is to the unseen

and s orne t iroes felt hlows of these witch's sticks that the major

ity of mental afflications and incurable diseases are attribu

ted in divination; some well-documented instances of polter

geists associated with young girls have been attributed to

sorcery.

Other activit~es take the form of a combination of ghost story
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and legend in which the newly dead are resurrected to work for

the witch, or the nearly dead retained in a vacuum until

allowed to die by the release of the witch's powers over their

spirits. In the first case the witch is said to possess the

spirit of the man before burial, so that the corpse is only a

representation of the man, while in the second the witch is

thought to controI the cataleptic who will not be allowed to

die until the roof of the hut is broken open to let the day

light reach him.

The whole of sorcery is conceived of as deliberately planned

actions; there is never any idea of an evil or disappointed

person lashing out at humanity in general. The witch, in Suku

ma opinion, is concerned with his own greed and envy and to a

very limited extent he is thought to hope for material gain

from his activities. The sorcerer, then, is not the stranger

in the community on whom all eyes are turned as someone diffe

rent from themselves, a ready object for their dislikes and

prejudices. A stranger different from themselves cannot exist

in their society since everyone is a Sukuma more or less

behaving in a sterotypical Sukuma way who has been introduced

into a particular neighbourhood by relatives or in-laws. It is

difficult to think of a situation in which complete strang-

er could materialise in a community - someone would know from

where he came, others, more likely, would know his name, clan

and the details of his private life almost before he arrived.

Apart from this the casual stranger is never suspected because

to use bad magic effectively it is essentiaI to know the vic

tim's name and to possess something of his or from his body

with which to mix the medicine as weIl as having the opportun

ity to apply it in away that it could not be caught by some

one else.

So the victim and the diviner whom he is consulting searches

for the source of his misfortune in a relative or acquaintance

in the neighbourhood with whom he has quarrelled or who might

conceivably have a reason to quarrel with him. The most common

person to aS90ciate with witchcraft in Sukuma opinion is the
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cowife in a polygynous household, but it seems that this is

the conventionai explanation and that in fact this is not

common, particularly with the decline in such households and

the increasing amount of migration that has occurred in the

last decade. Accordingly the suspected witch is more likely,

in practical terms, to be a neighbour than a relative, parti

cularly as the neighbour is less dangerous to accuse in gossip

than a relative, uniess the matter can be solved by divorce.

Witches therefore keep their actions within their own neigh

bourhoods and there is no ability to strike at a distance.

There does not have to be anything specific which can be re

collected - a chance gesture, a queer glance, an almost uncon

scious remark can all be made the substance of a specific con

nection between an unfortunate event, the diviner and the

accusation of witchcraft, which will usually be made in the

form that it can or cannot apply to this person or another.

It should be stressed that their reluctance to accuse the

witch openly is not occasioned by any awareness of the value

of unity within the community, but the knowledge of the con

sequences to themselves (9). There is also the distinction

between the witch who has the knowledge to produce bad magi

cal medicine and the person who uses it who may not be a Ylitch.

These medicines are available for sale, but it is the person

who uses them rather than the manufacturer who will be accused

of witchcraft - he is the perpetrator of the crime - not the

maker.

There are no categories of people who are automatically re

garded as witches or wizards, so that cripples and the mad,

as weil as the greedy and bad-tempered, would not be sus

pected of witchcraft uniess there were additional reasons.

Folklore distinguishes between witches and wizards, of whom

the latter are thought to have the weaker power and to use it

infrequently. The witch, however, is active all the time and

has no conscience as to whom she bewitches. They are recognis

able by their red eyes or slits on their lower eyelids or no

eyelashes from the frequent application of magic medicine.

These powers are not automatically inherited, but there is
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thought to be a natural tendency for parents to pass this

knowledge onto a child of the same sex when adulthood is

raached. Everyone agrees that the power of witchcraft must

be consciously acquired by deliberately seeking af ter the

knowledge, and although they underline the deliberateness of

witchcraft there always seems to be the assumption that the

witch or wizard carried within him some latent disposition to

evil.

VI. THE FUNCTION OF THE MAGICIAN

The link between the conception of witchcraft and the events

attributed to it is the diviner nfumo who uses his magico

religious powers for legitimate ends (7). In their traditional

society magicians were few in number and carried out the dif

ficult function of advising the chief through divination as

to which were the best ways of keeping the chiefdom free from

misfortune. As the chief and his family were the dominant as

well as the only localised lineage in the chiefdom, political

and social stability required that there should be counter

balancing forces of which the magician was Olle of the most

prominent. Then the number of magicians was controlled by po

litical expediency and their own proven efficiency, but now

with the removal of many traditional controis, their numbers

have greatly increased so that there is almost a plethora of

magicians to whom the sufferer can go for a cure of his mis

fortunes.

Re is consulted either about the causes of misfortunes of

about the cures for trouble s which have been diagnosed else

where. Their wish to know the cause of every misfortune comes

from their conception of God's'power over their everyday lives.

They think of the world as a place in which all would be happy

with increasing fields, children and herds if they were left

alone to prosper. It is not God's role to ensure this through

his goodness which they conceive of as his refraining from
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interfering with this ideal state. This neutrality is good

and all magico-religious action in traditional times was di

rected towards insuring a return to this state. The chiefdom

or individual is not prospering because God is angry and has

prevented the neutral state from remaining, the ancestors are

upset, a neighbour has taken some action because of jealousy,

there must be a reason for not being in this state of being

allowed to prosper although no other power is interfering (10).

When the traditional chiefdom comprised their whole world it

was possible to consider theistic reasons for their trials

and disappointments but their lives have become increasingly

complex and the centre s of power have moved into areas of

which most can only have the slightest conception - and very

little ability to influence. It was therefore necessary to

find reasons nearer to hand which conceivable could be respon

sible for misfortune and against which action might be taken

with some possibility of success. Even their belief in the

influence of their own ancestors has become a minor factor in

their explanation of disaster which has become reduced to

disease and malevolence. The rituals for the propitiation of

ancestors are becomingly increasingly rare and reduced to

minor placations involving amulets and name changing, which

do not necessitate much expense.

In order to find the cause of misfortune and its cure, the

person suffering will go to a magician himself, or if he is

not able to do so can have the diagnosis done through a depu

ty who takes to the magician a twig on which the sufferer has

spat. There the sufferer will either be put into a state bor

dering on hysteria by prolonged rattling and singing, or the

magician himself will similarly become hysteric and in that

state make a dialogue with the patient which will lead to an

answer. Another type of magician will diagnose from the en

trails of young chickens.

Although some of the magicians are recognisable by bizarre

costume and the presence of small stone and grass ancestor
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propitiatory shrines near their houses, they are the few who

are more widely known and probably have enough clients for

their magical activities to take up a significant proportion

of their time. The majority have no external characteristics

to identify them and practice when a client comes to them,

possibly totalling as manyas one in a hundred of the popula

tion. Women as weIl as men function as magicians and they con

tinue to do so after they have been married and her parents

will expect to receive some additional bridewealth in respect

of her powers or her hus band would not be entitled to share in

the proceeds of her practice.

There is no doubt that the magician looks to his profession to

bring him power and respect as weIl as economic security, but

this must depend on his practical ability to help his consul

tants. Since he can have no pragmatic effect on the misfortunes

presented to him, his success must be largely in psychological

terms in turning the sufferer away from the experience of death

and disease as a personal matter to thinking of it in terms of

the inevitability of such sorrows; this will be expressed in

terms of God's anger, the hate of ancestors and so on, spheres

in which the sufferer will not be able to effect any change

despite the comfort of knowing what is the cause. He cannot

gain success by turning such sufferers against members of their

own cornmunities. It requires a combination of events to make

the cause as diagnosed turn into an encouragement and incite

ment to murder; a diagnosis in general terms such as "you will

see the cause of your bereavement moving to the west on your

way home" and its connection with an individual accidently en

countered in political and social circumstances which have

freed the cornmunity from many restraints and left them with

mixed feelings of uncertainty.

This nevertheless must be put against the considerable scepti

cism which is evident in almost all discussions about magicians.

This, however, is directed against individual magicians and

not against the basic principles that all unfortunate events

must have a cause and that it is possible through divination
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to find out the cause and the method of curing it. Some even

trick magicians deliberately, but this is never made public

because they are still subject to the controls of their commu

nities. The average Sukuma, then, is a sceptic but will not

stop using the magician if the personal pressures on him and

his family are too strong, while the magician will help him in

terms of information which he and his assistants have been able

to glean from neighbourhood gossip. This being done against a

background of mythical tales of miracles performed by ancient

magicians as weIl as modern ones living in other far distant

parts of Sukumaland.

VII. THE CHANGING FUNCTIONS OF THE CHIEF

The traditional structure of the Sukuma Chief and chiefdom have

been outlined and their strong beliefs in the existence and

function of witchcraft and magic explained. It is now necessary

to examine the present day social life of the Sukuma to see the

changes which have influenced him in his personal life.

As soon as the colonial power's administration became effective

in British rather than German times, the selection of the chiefs

themselves and the distribution of their power came progressiv

ely under the controi of the alien government. Once the powers

of the chief became statutory, the position of chief ceased to

be dependent for its functions on the people of the chiefdom

and its ability to change except in response to a government

order or instruction stopped almost entirely, He was empowered

to do duties rather than having the obligation to do them from

the requirements of his people.

The demands of suzerainty made it inevitable that the govern

ment should want to know in advance who was going to be chief

so that he could be given some education; the traditional me

thods of choosing a chief then disappeared and with it the

largely matrilineal system within the chiefly clans. Similarly
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chiefs were removed from office and new ones installed without

the people being consulted, but neither of the se two develop

ments upset the people provided that the new appointments were

made from within the chiefly family. This showed very clearly

that the office rather than the individual was the most impor

tant factor in the consciousness of the average Sukuma.

The chiefs themselves realised very soon that they were no

longer in a dichotomous relationship with their own people in

the one chiefdom and in order to stay in office they had to

develop a very ambiguous pattern of behaviour. Towards the

government and their own people they could safely pretend that

they were modern in behaviour and aspiration when chiefdom

affairs were going well, from which it was almost inevitable

that they would revert to as much traditionalism as possible

whenever personal or general misfortune struck. Externally

he had to conform to government policies while in his personal

life he remained as much as possible a Sukuma and of course

his conception of duty never changed from that of a traditio

nal Sukuma chief. Much of this change took place out of sight

but in a Sukuma celebration the distinction between the British

conception of chieftainship with the chief separated from his

people both socially and ritual ly and their own was very appa

rent; the chief got drunk along with everyone else in the very

midst of a crowd of his people.

As his own function became more rigid, he became surrounded by

an interest group of his own relatives and appointees, and his

ability to compromise became increasingly reduced. He was given

specific powers and of course his powers to control or at least

divert accusations of witchcraft were abolished as the legis

lation of the government denied the existence of witchcraft as

a living reality and made it an offence to accuse anyone of this

practice or to pretend to have this power. (13) Indeed a very

logical and sensible method of dealing with activities which

cannot be accepted by the Western mind, except that it was im

possible in the social situation of Sukumaland to abolish an

idea or belief by legislation imposed by a colonial regime and
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relytng on ~n ~l~~n ~dm~n~?tr~tive and judtct~l ?ervice for its
implementation. A letter (12) in 1949 from the chief of Bukumbi

in the then Mwanza district to the Dt?trict Commissioner

state s that he could not deal with the case under reference

as it was concerned with. witchcraft and that he had sent it

to the district office for a hearing attaching a summary of

the evidence. On the side of this letter the District Commis

sioner minuted that the letter should be put away as there was

no evidence of positi~e crime. The chief then tried to get rid

of the responsibility by inviting the government to take ac

tion, which it did not. This of course resulted in the people

realising that they could not get the help expected from their

traditional practices, and rather than let the matter lie,

took action themselves against witches in particular because

they felt that this was a very serious is?ue which they could

not just leave since it menaced them in their very lives. Dur

ing the period of colonial rule the government would have

reacted very strongly against outbreaks of lawlessness, so

that their reactions against witches did not go so far as mur

der. There were complaints to the government from the witches

themselves that they were being boycotted, and cases of fami

lies being chased out of a neighbourhood. Both parties here

realised the limitations of their powers; the people could

boycott without any fears of a reprisal or legal action, while

the government realised that they could take no action against

any of the parties involved unless evidence was produced that

a law had been broken and that the case, if taken to court,

would stand a reasonable chance of success. In a case in which

the complainant coming to the government to get their support,

stated that the headman of his neighbourhood had come to

his house at midnight and told him that he must move out of

the area because his wife was a witch killing people and that

he could not allow·them to stay any longer within his juris

diction. He tried to reason with him, but the next day the

headman went round the neighbourhood announcing that it was

forbidden for anyone to go to his house and he had been put

under boycott, and that if anyone should break this order they

as well would be forced out of the area and their fields con

fiscated.
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The chiefdom in which the 1962 witch murders occurred had a

prolonged drought in the mid fifties, and at a large gathering

attended by several weIl-proven rainmakers and magicians, it

was decided after much deliberation that the shortage of rain

had been caused by Mchenya and Bogoghe, two prominent men,

living in two separate parishes, not close relatives, nor in

deed friends against whom action was attempted (2).

Mchenya held an hereditary rank in some ways paralIeI to that

of sub-chief which had been abolished in recent local govern

ment reorganisation. Although weIl over middle age, he was

always somewhat aggressively on the make and although his posi

tion had been abolished and with it the sanctions necessary for

its survival, he still tried to insist upon his rank and traded

on his family relationship with the reigning chief to exact

perquisites from the headmen of the chiefdom. He was a man of

considerable charm but he just had that quirk of character

which caused instinctive mistrust in others. His character,

therefore, was widely known and disliked by those in authority

so that he became by degrees the natural focus of unpopularitYi

this resulted in the accusation of preventing rain - which was

amply confirmed by divination. As the end of the drought was a

matter of urgent concern to all concerned, the normal procedure

of ostracism would have taken too long. His house in that par

ish was therefore surrounded at night at a distance by a group

of people who shouted to him out of the darkness that he must

get out of the area or his house would be burnt down. As he

had another wife and house in another neighbourhood he moved

next day. In that place rain fell within a few days so no sanc

tions were levied against him as it was assumed by everyone

that he had deliberately withdrawn his rain preventing activi

ties.

Bogoghe,however, was a very different proposition. Re was a

headman and a close relative of the reigning chief, and al

though he had little education, he had become rich through

industry in cotton cultivation and as a cattle trader which

he combined with much political activity. He had a large house
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with a tin roof, a large family, a few CO~IS, but his wealth

was prtncipally kept in hard cash. Cash is very resistant to

witchcraft and a hOlise with a ttn root cannot be burnt at night;

furthermore he had a shotgun. The community then found itself

in a quandary; ostracism was useless as he was sufficiently

rich in money to hire workers to cultivate his cotton fields

and even to use a tractor. Threats at night might well have

resulted in the shotgun being fired. It was therefore not long

before divinations within the neighbourhood and the arrival of

ra in resulted in the community losing interest in hirn as work

ing in witchcraft. It can be seen, then, in these cases that

the chief was not involved and that the only restraints on the

actions of a c ornrnun i t y against a suspected witch or wizard was

the fear of reprisals either from the government or the accused

person himself. In these circumstances any mernber of a small

family with littla money and few social connections could be

effectively accused by his cornrnunity.

Besides this one aspect in which the chief was no longer able

to exercise his traditional role, he was first restricted in

his powers, then these powers which previously were within his

authority to delegate to those whom he thought fit were divided

between the chief himself, his deputy chief and a chiefdom

magistrate and then final ly his ability to hear cases was enti

rely removed from his jurisdiction. From the beginning of these

restrictions, serious crimes were no longer triable at the

chiefdom level and the responsibility for murder, serious

assaults and thefts was given to the District and High Courts

for settlement. The customary law of the Sukuma was formal ly

recorded by a government sociologist (14), translated

into kiswahili and a copy issued to every court. This text gave

definitive penal ties for most offences but made no mention at

all of witchcraft. There is no evidence that this book was ever

referred to by any court magistrate except possibly during

appellate jurisdiction when an administrative offence was in

volved.

In the chiefdoro court his ability to compromise towards an
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acceptable solution was destroyed by the government's criminal

legislation requiring a specific finding of guilt or innocence,

and the system of appeals from one court to the next highest,

instituted in 1926, lost him further authority. It is too crude

an analysis to maintain that the chief's reduction of judicial

powers and the very serious reactions which occurred until the

final removal of their right to hear cases was solely occasion

ed by the lost opportunities to receive bribes. The giving of

presents to those in authority was too ingrained in Sukuma

society to be taken as something which could be specifically

related to court cases alone. The chief felt the need for ju

dicial powers at least in the abstract, even though in practice

he would try no cases. There was a corresponding loss of cont

roI at a lower level where crimes which would in the past have

been dealt with at the community level became subject to the

chiefdom court. Thus the community no longer felt able to cont

roI and deal with offences in their area where they became de

pendent on the judicial efficiency and administrative interest

of superiors over whom they no longer had any effective controi

as in the past.

Chiefs and headmen were paid fixed salaries related to the re

lative size and population of the areas which they controlled.

This resulted in their obligation to their people being rest

ricted to the money received from government as their rights to

tribute in any shape or form had been abolished as undemocratic

at the time when these payments were instituted. The chief or

headman could no longer receive all who wanted his attention,

feeding and sleeping them for the duration of their problem

without seriously impoverishing themselves. As a result of

these restrictions chiefs developed a personal interest in the

land and cattle which had traditionally been accepted as be

longing to the role of chief or headman; it became imperative

that he should have a much more personalised controi over these

increasingly financial rather than social assets and quarrel

ling broke out between the office holders and those who had

possession of this property. In addition the chief's future was

very closely connected with the opinions which visiting govern-
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ment officials held of him, so that there was a strain to put

on a show of Westernisation which would irnpress them as demon

strating the cornmittrnent to progress.

Another development which disturbed the Sukurna was to make the

chief a part of the administrative machine which was related

to getting results. Since the chief was now a governrnent serv

ant he could be, and was, pressured into agreeing to local le

gislation which the government considered to be of value and

necessary for the Sukurna and which he was then required to en

force. In order to survive at all in this situation he had to

be constantly two faced, appearing active when in fact he did

almost nothing or taking action against those whose social sta

tus was so low that they would not be able to react against

him. In many cases the chief ~Ias able to be so inactive or in

ept with what may have been considerable skill, looking at it

with hindsight, that the officers of the central governrnent ad

ministered most of these laws in the name of the chief. Never

theless the chief in the name of administrative efficiency was

given powers to carry out these laws and he could administer

them selectively so that his own family benefitted. Also, since

the power came from government and not from his people, he felt

and indeed was freer to pressure his own relatives and friends

into posts within the chiefdom so that the balances became in

creasingly weighted in his favour.

He was in fact progressively given a monopoly of administrative

power because he was the chiefdom's intermediary, not so much

with government in the abstract, but with the local senior ad

ministrative officials. The District Commissioner on tour held

talks with him in private, probably seeing in him a reflection

of their own power. He was tended to be believed as a

result of these private discussions and the little courtesies

which they were able to render to the visiting official when he

was in the chiefdom. It had to be a very serious accusation in

deed if the official felt able to make enquiries about the

chief in his own chiefdom, as to do this was felt to be under

mining the latter's very necessary power.
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There was this lengthy period in which the chief's powers were

controlled and reduced while being increased in another direc

tion as the confidant and arm of the government, so that one

compensated for the other and left the chief with some interest

in his job and a desire to keep his people as contented as was

compatible with his own interests. Then in the post-war years

the government instituted chiefdom councils on an advisory ba

sis which then developed into an elective body of which the

chief was only the chairman. In fact the role of the chief had

been changed right from the start without the government having

any real understanding of the function of the traditional Suku

ma chief or any demands for the change in this function from

the people themselves, even in the last years of the colonial

regime except for a small minority of progressive dissidents.

This misunderstanding was deepened by the Sukuma councillors

preference for unanimous decisions in meetings which were based

on a local government system requiring voting. In fact it was

one of the most conspicuous features of action against the

malpractices of chiefs that the people were satisfied enough

if the chief desisted or agreed to their requests, and that

it was rare indeed for any request for the removal of a chief

to be extensively vocalised.

VIII. THE MODIFICATION OF SOCIAL CONTROL IN THE CHIEFDOM

Other dignitaries within the traditional chiefdom were subject

to comparable major changes in their functions. The traditional

court elders and advisers who were responsible for the selec

tion of a new chief, found the selection taken out of their

hands. The previously essential magico-religious rites with

which they were concerned went increasingly into disuse, as for

the most part they were never seen by the officials of the new

government or, if seen, not understood and their significance

virtually unrecognised. This resulted in these elders becoming

dependent on the chief for grace and favour rather than vice

versa. In the last years of colonialism some reforms were
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instituted in which these he~editary elders were represented

on the electoral college fo~ the selection of new chiefs

but the 9ap between the loss of their powers and the

partial re-introduction was too long to make it of any inte

rest to the persons concerned.

The neighbourhood headmen also suffered significant changes

since the government considered administrative convenience in

amalgamating neighbourhoods with small populations of tax pay

ers into parishes of about 500 so that their headmen could

receive more adequate remuneration and the administration of

the chiefdom could be confined to a limited number of persons

with recognised areas and specific powers. Although these am

algamations took place the smaller neighbourhood units still

continued to function and the new headmen of the parish never

in fact received any locally recognised powers over these sub

divisions of their parishes except when they were prepared to

pay for the right.

The headmen could no longer settle cases except elementary

arbitration between people who did not want to go elsewhere

for a settlement or to make a prosecution. Their so-called sa

lary was never enough to bind them to the government so that

they could be relied on and too little to prevent them from

spending most of their time in cultivation and business. Just

as with the chief they were thought of as executive officers

of government whose duty was to support policies given down

from above. The chief did his best to see that they were ap

pointed from among his nominees, but at least they were local

men living in the parishes of their appointment, often unknown

by face or address to the administrative officers of the dist

rict so that they were more susceptible to the control of their

community. The government was not a near reality in their

lives and they were more inclined to adopt an almost entirely

passive attitude to government since the latter was never able

to protect them from the results of any activities carried out

in support of their policies. The headmen were permanent ap

pointffients so that the community elders' influence diminished
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as weil as that of the younger leaders.

The situation at the end of the period of British rule for the

average Sukuma was a vague understanding of their traditional

system of government, possibly as part of a golden age since

which time many functionaries had disappeared and had been for

gotten. The chief remained as the only surviving link between

the better past and the difficult present as a symbol or an

idea rather than areality related to a particular person; a

small element of security which they could feel rather than

uti lise in an administrative sense.

The Sukuma themselves had grown up in a unilineal system of

government in which the idea of delegated authority downwards

and appeal upwards v/as very clearly understood when it came to

matters which concerned the external world, taxes, licences,

laws, local taxation, and its expenditure. The line was more or

less clear from chief to district commissioner to provincial

commissioner to governor. Outside this structure the Sukuma

carried on their lives with as little interference from the

government as was possible, conforming when necessary and ig

noring when convenient. All along it had been slow change, ad

mittedly the whole British period was only just over forty

years, but there had been no wholesale changes and much that

had been done at one stage had been absorbed before the next

had been initiated. This was not because the British did not

want to change much and quickly bu~ be cause they never had the

staff and in the latter years the conviction at district level

to initiate the necessary effort. Only at and af ter indepen

dence did change come fast to the Sukuma, with a national gov

ernment in power and the national party through its branches

ready to assist the permanent civil servants in the implemen

tation of the central government's policies.
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IX. POST-INDEPENDENCE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

It is not the purpose of this analysis to question these chang

es, some of which were made from political if not moral convic

tion, and others from expediency which ~Iould be inappropriate

to assess, but merely to consider the changes in their relation

ship to the outburst of violence which ended up in the High

Court at Mwanza with seven Sukuma being charged with murder.

It was very necessary as soon as possible af ter independence to

run down the British predominance in the district administra

tive service and to replace them with Tanzania citizens who

were committed both to the country and the policies of the na

tional party. As the training of African staff had been delayed

to the last few years of the colonial period there were few men

with both experience and education and in consequence highly

centralised provinces under official s of less than five years

service was liable to lead to administrative inefficiency. Par

allel to this the social separation between the colonial admi

nistrative officials and the people was thought to reflect prin

ciples which could not be endorsed by the new government. The

principle change resulting from this as it affected the Sukuma

was the division of Sukumaland into two regions rather than one

province; possibly the national government was also worried

about tribalism and the effect of one tribe of a million and

more with a central local government organisation instituted in

1947 being further endorsed by the newly independent government

in a country of eight million divided into numerous much smal

ler tribes. Nevertheless this unity has been assumed and en

dorsed for the whole of the colonial period and this facade of

tribal unity was formally split without their consent or even

consultation.

In order to overcome the disunity of tribalism in a new natio

nal stat~ the government stressed the use of kiswahili as the
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national language and discouraged the use of kisukuma by pre

venting its teaching in schooIs. This line of language policy

was also accepted by the churches so that their own language

came to be used less and less even in their religious practice.

In the past their language was a bond between them which they

could exploit in contacts with the alien government by insist

ing on its use and forcing government official s to use inter

preters - a satisfying way of getting a little of their own

back, particularly in the publicity of local government coun

cils.

In line with government's policy of elective office bearers the

parish headmen, who at least were partially traditional, were

removed from office and appointees from the district council

sent to each parish in which they had no local ties at all and

possibly only the support of the district council and the local

branch of the national political party. They were political ap

pointees whose reliability in this respect could not be ques

tioned, but they had comparatively little local personal influ

ence for either good or bad. At the same time they abolished

the government office of chief and gave the administration of

the chiefdom to divisionaI executive officers of whom only a

few were chiefs and never from that particular chiefdom. They

did not abolish the role of chief as such and they were left

with modest pensions and such hereditary functions as their

own people thought fit to give them. This change brought about

no observable reaction from the Sukuma themselves and the

chiefs, of whom the majority were uneducated and middleaged,

retired without protest into obscurity.

This abolition of all traditionalism in local government seems

to have caused a reaction from the people whose voices had not

much been heard during the period of colonialism. It was not

quite a revitalising of ancient roles but an increase of power

of village elders when confronted with no permanent officials

at the chiefdom level, since they remained and the new offi

cials who were of ten transferred had to rely on those who took

onto themselves the roles of local leaders. At the same time
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the junior leaders who had had no substantive function for

nearly half a century, became even stronger, since the balance

of the population was heavily under the mid-twenties and it was

in that group or the younger male adults that political action

and power was concentrated in the local branches of the natio

nal political party.

The government also felt that the old structure of civil ser

vant district and provincial commissioners, titles with a heav

ily colonial flavour, had to be changed, so under Tanzania Or

dinance 2/62 they instituted an administrative system of area

and regional commissioners who were political appointees, while

the routine administrative duties were carried out by civil ser

vant administrative secretaries with formal training. Judicial

duties were also removed from the administrative service and

placed under unified system of magistrates controlled by Chief

Justice. The regional commissioners were given more statutory

power than the area commissioners, who were by-passed by the

district councils on occasions which was assisted by frequent

changes in the area commissioners and their rather inferior

quaIity, with little English and indifferent knowledge of the

functions of government and their own powers (16). In Mwanza

in 1963 the regional commissioner, although a political appoint

ment himself, appointed a chief as a divisionaI executive offi

cer, while the local branch of the national party appointed

another person by election.

There can thus be seen a number of tensions between the essen

tiaI need to centralise controI in a newly created state and

the desire of the people to have more local independence than

they had been allowed under colonialism. At the same time there

were so many changes in function that the average man could not

be certain to whom he should apply to get his personal problems

put right; there were any number of channels which he could now

use instead of the one he had grown used to under colonialism 

the old traditional structure, the local branch of the national

political party - or its central government representative at

area or regional headquarters, the administrative secretary at
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these places, or even the magistrate who would give opinions

related to a knowledge of the law while the others might give

opinions related to expediency. In these circumstances the or

dinary man in trouble was bound to consider using self help if

he possibly could rather than using the agencies of government.

Perhaps also in another major field the Sukuma were singularly

unadapted to vlithstand these other major changes. In their tra

ditionai life religion and its rituals had a major part in

their social life. These corporate religious rituals soon dis

appeared, while the Sukuma did not take to Christianity or Is

lam in sufficiently large numbers to replace this need for ri

tual and religious support. The ritual of politics has only

taken on a small part of this need, so that to a very real de

gree they are a people without a personal or communal religious

identity.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In sun®ary it is seen that the Sukuma traditional system of

government and religion has disappeared while leaving unchecked

their belief in the practice of witchcraft and the exi&tence of

witches and wizards. Their traditional social controls had fur

ther been weakened by the considerable movement of younger fa

milies into new settlement areas.

Change during the colonial period had been relatively slow but

over the immediate years of independence, the abolition of the

chiefs, the instituting of elected headmen not of ten from the

area of their posting, new and partially trained civil servants

representing the central government and a number of other fac

tors had caused the Sukuma to feel that they had to rely more

on self help than before.

In these circumstances the Sukuma fe ar and hatred of witchcraft

which had been controlled traditionally by the chief and, in
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the colonial period, by administrative action, came to the sur

face as an expression of local tensions increased by the wide

ning social and political distance between ruler and the ruled.
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